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 1          MR. HACKER:  Well, at this time I would

 2 like to call to order the September 16, 2019,

 3 meeting of the BZA of the Town of Kiawah Island.

 4 The board members who will be hearing the case

 5 are Wendy Kulick, Morris Hanan, Ben Farabee, Jay

 6 Louis, Scott Parker, and myself, Ron Hacker.

 7          Our staff members present, Jon Taylor,

 8 Jr.  And Dwayne Green, our attorney for the BZA

 9 is also present.

10          Our case rulings for this and any BZA

11 meeting are available for public review and

12 inspection during normal business hours at the

13 Town of Kiawah Island Hall right here in this

14 building.

15          At this time, since we have only one

16 person present, I would like to ask you, are you

17 familiar with the procedures of the BZA and rules

18 of it?

19               MR. HUDSON:  Yes, sir.

20               MR. HACKER:  If you are, then I

21 will skip reading the rules.

22               MR. HUDSON:  I'm good.

23               MR. HACKER:  Thank you.

24               MR. GREEN:  And just for the

25 record, Mr. Chair, I've known Mr. Hudson for a
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 1 very long time, and he is familiar with the

 2 terms.  And I'll still read the oath, but I'll

 3 vouch for his credibility as a witness.  Just

 4 wanted to put that on the record.

 5               MR. HACKER:  Because today's

 6 hearing is a public fact-finding meeting, we are

 7 in compliance with the Freedom of Information Act

 8 and South Carolina code 6-29-70.  Because this is

 9 a quasi-judicial body, everything said at this

10 meeting must be complete, true, and accurate.

11 All of the information provided to the BZA is

12 considered evidence, and this Board may certify

13 contempt in the Circuit Court if false statements

14 are made either in writing or orally.

15          Because of this, each person who wishes

16 to address us, the Board, needs to be sworn in.

17 And at this time I would like those wishing to

18 speak be sworn in by Mr. Green.

19          (Mr. Green places all witnesses standing

20 under oath.)

21               MR. GREEN:  They are both sworn in.

22               THE COURT:  I shall now ask that we

23 call the case BZA 19-000008 at 81 Surfsong Road.

24 Staff will present facts pertinent to the case.

25 I shall then call the applicant to address the
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 1 case.  The applicant shall please stand and state

 2 his name and current address for the record

 3 before presenting testimony.  If anyone does have

 4 any other comments for or against the case, if

 5 they do come in, they will have to follow the

 6 same procedure.

 7          So at this time I would like to have

 8 John present the fact-finding evidence.

 9               MR. TAYLOR:  Thank you.  Today's

10 case number BZA19-000008, this is a variance

11 request for the reduction of the required 30-foot

12 rear setback.  And this is for a proposed pool

13 addition at the rear of the home.  The subject

14 property is 81 Surfsong Road, TMS Number

15 264-13-00-053.  It's approximately 17,286 square

16 foot.  And it is in the R-1 Zoning District.

17          Per Charleston County records, this

18 particular house or residence was constructed in

19 1982, and it sits adjacent to Canvasback Pond at

20 the rear of the property.  And to the north

21 situated -- the actual pond sits on the Parks and

22 Recreation Zoning District.  Adjacent property

23 owners to the east and west are both R-1 as well.

24          Subject property is currently about

25 30.5 percent in lot coverage.  And it is legally
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 1 nonconforming with regards to the setbacks.

 2          The request that the applicant has put

 3 forth today is pulled from their applicant's

 4 letter of intent.  "We would like to improve our

 5 house at the 81 Surfsong by adding a pool at the

 6 back.  Such a project would facilitate

 7 improvements and upgrades to the area under the

 8 house and the garage.  We would also replace the

 9 decking and railings on both the front and back.

10 And the project, therefore, presents to be an

11 opportunity to ensure all those areas of the

12 house met with the latest code and guidelines set

13 by the ARB and the Town."

14          And so here is the image aerial of where

15 the site sits along Surfsong.  This is the back

16 of the pond.  This is sort of looking at the rear

17 of the house.  The site is well vegetated as it

18 exists currently.  You could probably get a

19 little closer to the area over here.

20          So in regards to the Kiawah

21 Architectural Review Board, they reviewed this

22 project on July 29, 2019.  The ARB did grant

23 approval for the variance, and they share that,

24 "Both the variance requests to allow for the pool

25 addition to the encroach into the rear setback is
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 1 approved.  And that's pending official approval

 2 from the Kiawah Island Community Association to

 3 plant buffer planting on KICA-leased property

 4 behind the home."

 5          "The ARB approval is given due to the

 6 original placement of the home near the back of

 7 the lot and that the larger-than-typical amount

 8 of land between the property line and the water,

 9 which is able to serve as a buffer between the

10 new pool and the Canvasback pond pool -- pond.

11 While the proposed pool encroaches the rear

12 30-foot setback from the property line, the

13 drawings demonstrates that the pool improvement

14 would be within the buildable area if the 30-foot

15 setback was instead taken from the pond edge."

16          So the Kiawah -- the Architectural

17 Review Board also states that, "the condition of

18 the proposed pool may not be built within 30 feet

19 of the pond edge."

20          I'm going to flip through a few images

21 of this subject property and then go into the

22 fact-finding criteria.  This is the entrance as

23 you approach the home from the street.  These are

24 the sides of both the east and west and as you

25 approach the rear of the property.
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 1          This is looking to the adjacent

 2 property.  Vegetation is there on the site and

 3 the pond edge sort of to the rear of the

 4 property.  A few more images of the rear.  And

 5 more vegetation there so the area that's --

 6 corner of where the pool's edge would be proposed

 7 there.

 8          I actually took a few images from the

 9 adjacent lot.  So this is looking actually

10 towards 81 Surfsong from lot 80, and still you

11 can't see anything proposed there.

12          And so regarding criteria, the staff

13 findings regarding criteria A:  There may be

14 extraordinary and exceptional conditions

15 pertaining to the property due to the required

16 setbacks, including the 30-foot rear yard setback

17 from the property line adjacent to the pond and

18 the legal nonconforming status of existing

19 structure that already encroaches into the

20 required setback.

21          The structure was proposed -- was built

22 in 1982 according to County records.  And the

23 applicant states, "the house at 81 Surfsong is

24 positioned at the back of the lot allowing little

25 room for any additions behind the house.  Indeed,
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 1 the corner of the house itself is over the

 2 setback line, and this could be due to the

 3 increase in the setbacks after the house was

 4 built, which I've created this anomaly."

 5          The applicant's letter of intent also

 6 states that, "it happens that the lot has been

 7 laid out in an odd shape.  Having looked at the

 8 original plat as well as the current survey,

 9 there appears to have been sufficient room

10 available for the lot to have been more

11 traditional shape without intruding on the

12 neighboring properties."

13          Criteria B:  Staff responds that these

14 conditions are unique to the subject property and

15 may not generally apply to other properties in

16 the vicinity.  The property is located in the R-1

17 Zoning District, and the adjacent properties

18 owners to the east and west also fall into that

19 Zoning District.  Those structures may or may not

20 have similar encroachment based on the current

21 setback standards.  And the subject property's

22 distance to the edge of the pond is greater than

23 adjacent properties in the vicinity.

24          Per the applicant's letter of intent,

25 "an unusually large buffer has been created
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 1 between the end of the lot and the water line.

 2 In the case of our neighbors, the buffer between

 3 the lot and the water is around 9 feet while our

 4 -- in our case the buffer extends more than

 5 40 feet at its widest point.  If this enlarged

 6 buffer did not exist but rather the lot being

 7 extended to the same distance from the water as

 8 the neighboring lots, then there would have been

 9 sufficient room for a pool to be added at the

10 rear of the house without needing to cross the

11 setback line."

12          Criteria C:  The application of the

13 ordinance to this particular property at 81

14 Surfsong, it would prohibit the addition as a

15 proposed pool beyond the rear setback to the

16 existing structure.  Both the existing and the

17 proposed modifications are located within the

18 required 30-foot setback.  And however, it is not

19 unreasonably restrict the use of the property.

20          Criteria D:  The authorization of this

21 variance may not be of substantial detriment to

22 the adjacent property for the public good.  The

23 subject property is heavily vegetated and well

24 screened from adjacent properties.  Heavy

25 vegetation is located both at the front and the
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 1 rear of the lot adjacent to the pond.  The

 2 applicant also intends to plant additional

 3 vegetation at the rear on the lot -- at the rear

 4 of the lot on the adjacent property leased by

 5 KICA from property owners K.R.A and to enhance

 6 the existing buffer.

 7          The applicant has communicated with the

 8 Community Association and the ARB with both

 9 proposed plans.  With an existing rear lot

10 setback encroachment, the proposed modifications

11 decrease the total distance between the structure

12 and the rear property line from about 9.5 feet

13 approximately to 3 feet.  And the property owners

14 across the pond are approximately 215 feet away.

15          The proposed plans also remain under the

16 maximum allowed lot coverage of 33 percent

17 proposing about 31.2 percent.  The applicant has

18 stated, "we are concerned to make sure that this

19 proposal does not have any negative impact on our

20 neighbors.  And so we have reached out to them in

21 hope that finding a solution which works for

22 everyone."

23          "Specifically, neither Jimmy Bailey,

24 with the Community Association, nor Ed Monahan,

25 with the Community Association, had objection to
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 1 us putting a pool closer to KICA land than

 2 normally allowed by the setback line, provided

 3 that we did not build beyond our property line

 4 and provided we agreed to look after KICA land at

 5 the back of our house.  We are happy to agree

 6 with both of those provisions."

 7          "We have also consulted our neighbors at

 8 80 and 82 Surfsong and shared the proposed scheme

 9 with them and discussed the complications and

10 setback issues specifically and openly.  Neither

11 objects to our design at the back of the house

12 and indeed both are happy to support the

13 proposals."

14          Criteria E:  The granting of the

15 variance would not allow the establishment of a

16 use not otherwise permitted in this zoning

17 district or extend the physically -- a

18 nonconforming land or change the zoning district

19 boundaries.

20          Regarding criteria F:  The BZA may not

21 consider profitability at this variance request.

22 And the applicant has stated, "we are hoping to

23 use the pool addition as the focal point for a

24 wider improvement on the property, which we

25 believe will bring several areas to the latest
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 1 standards on the island."

 2          In criteria E:  The needs for the

 3 variance may be the result of the applicant's own

 4 actions.  Since the existing residence is

 5 nonconforming, the existing structure could be

 6 maintained without the need of a variance.

 7 However, the applicant has stated "the historical

 8 placement of the house at the back of the lot and

 9 the unusual large buffer between the lot and the

10 water line of the pond does present unique

11 difficulties for adding improvements at the back

12 of the home especially when adding -- and

13 particularly, adding a pool.

14          And criteria H, the granting of the

15 variance may not be contrary to the public

16 interest or neighborhood interest.  It may not

17 adversely affect the properties in the vicinity

18 or interfere with the harmony, spirit, and intent

19 and purpose of these regulations.

20          And the Kiawah Island Architectural

21 Review Board has shared earlier it has granted

22 approval for the request.  And the applicant has

23 also -- I'm sorry -- the Kiawah Island

24 Architectural Review Board has also shared that

25 one condition of that proposed pool may not be
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 1 built within 30 feet of the pond's edge.

 2          The applicant has also included in their

 3 packet of materials that correspondence between

 4 and both locations and as stated by Mr. Ed

 5 Monahan of the Community Association "the only

 6 request that KICA makes is that no hardscape be

 7 installed on the property."

 8          And the final criteria which would be I:

 9 The granting of the variance may not

10 substantially conflict with the Comprehensive

11 Plan or purposes of the ordinance.  And so the

12 proposed plans do not increase the total distance

13 between the structure and the adjacent properties

14 to the west.  They decreased in total distance

15 between the structure and the properties to the

16 east by approximately two and a half feet.

17          And the applicant's proposed plans are

18 adequately screened by existing and proposed

19 buffers reducing impact to adjacent property

20 owners.  And per the applicant's letter of

21 intent, "the current lot coverage is 30.5 percent

22 would still be met and would rise to

23 approximately 31.3 percent with the proposed

24 design.  Hence, the proposal would not

25 significantly increase the overall lot coverage."
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 1          In the event that the Board of Zoning

 2 Appeals does decide to approve the particular

 3 request that has been outlined, two

 4 recommendations or positions that you should

 5 consider, and that first one would be to just

 6 secure official approval from the Community

 7 Association in the request that bufferings can be

 8 planted at that area.  And then the final would

 9 be that a landscape plan would be submitted and

10 accordingly that has to be signed off to the Town

11 to review.

12               MR. HACKER:  Any questions for

13 John?

14               MR. PARKER:  I have one question.

15 In at least my packet, the only communications

16 that I see from KICA and Ed Monahan, all it says

17 is, sincerely Ed.  There's no other -- where?  I

18 missed it.

19               MS. KULICK:  Mine too, Scott.

20               MR. PARKER:  None of these are from

21 Ed Monahan.  These are back and forth between

22 John and Ed.

23               MR. TAYLOR:  Well, I think here's

24 the confusion.  There's two Eds.  In the bottom

25 half of that would be -- the bottom half of that
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 1 first e-mail --

 2               MR. PARKER:  This is the only thing

 3 I've got.

 4               MR. TAYLOR:  The sheet before this

 5 --

 6               MR. PARKER:  I don't have that.

 7               MR. TAYLOR:  You don't have this

 8 sheet?

 9               MS. KULICK:  No.

10               MR. TAYLOR:  Okay.  That's

11 interesting.

12               MR. PARKER:  But if you've got it,

13 can I read it?

14               MR. TAYLOR:  Sure.  Or I could read

15 it for everyone.

16               MR. PARKER:  That would be great.

17 Make sure that's included in the packet somehow.

18               MR. TAYLOR:  But the e-mail from Ed

19 Monahan to Ed Lehmann and Jennifer and Mr. Hudson

20 as well, "good morning, Ed.  With regard to KICA

21 land near the pond behind 81 Surfsong, KICA

22 defers usage decisions to the Kiawah

23 Architectural Review Board.  The only request

24 KICA makes is that no hardscape be installed on

25 the KICA property."
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 1          They sort of just defer to the ARB, and

 2 the ARB has agreed.  And so he just mentions that

 3 they should contact the ARB.

 4               MR. PARKER:  Thank you.

 5               MS. KULICK:  John, I don't think we

 6 have any jurisdiction over about what I'm about

 7 to ask.  But when I walked the property, there's

 8 an opening in the shrubbery right in front of the

 9 lagoon.  Yeah, go back to the one back before

10 that.  Yeah.  And my only concern -- because

11 right at the end of that, right at the edge of

12 the lagoon, it warns about alligators.

13          And so I -- just from a safety

14 standpoint, could we recommend that that open

15 area be closed up with shrubbery?  Not that it's

16 not necessarily going to keep an alligator out if

17 it comes up from the lagoon, but it might

18 discourage it.  That just struck me as a safety

19 reason because it's so close.

20               MR. TAYLOR:  I think that would be

21 something -- a recommendation that could be made,

22 but I'm not sure if that's in purview to allow --

23 the Board can only dictate where that planting is

24 located.

25               MR. HACKER:  I think that's going
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 1 way out of our jurisdiction because every

 2 property owner on the lagoon, which I am, has the

 3 right to have a certain percentage of their

 4 property on the lagoon open to the water.  So for

 5 us to say they can't have it doesn't make any

 6 sense.

 7               MS. KULICK:  I couldn't agree with

 8 you more.  That's why I said, I don't know if we

 9 can just recommend to them that they consider

10 doing something there because having --

11 remembering Pete Tree's story of the alligator

12 coming up the front steps of his house and thank

13 goodness he had glass on the two sides of the

14 solid door because he thought somebody was

15 knocking on the door, and he looked outside, and

16 it was an alligator who was turning itself around

17 to go back down the stairs.

18          And we've had alligators in our

19 driveway.  I know we can't legally or

20 legitimately do anything about it, but we might

21 want to to suggest that they consider it just for

22 their own safety.

23          MR. GREEN:  And just for the record, Mr.

24 Chair, I think that's a very valid concern, and

25 certainly public safety is important.  It is just
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 1 outside of the purview of this Board.  So just

 2 for the record, that's not a part of the

 3 consideration.  But if there is an outside

 4 discussion, whether it's through staff or the

 5 property owner, I think it's obviously a valid

 6 concern at large, but not necessarily --

 7               MS. KULICK:  I don't think it

 8 should influence our decision.

 9               MR. PARKER:  Did he just not simply

10 say that all the property owners have the right

11 to have open access to it?

12               MR. HACKER:  I don't know if it's

13 25 percent or a third, but like I have an opening

14 of about 12 feet on the same pond, and the

15 alligators come up and rest in the sun every once

16 in a while.

17               MR. PARKER:  Is that how you get

18 your paddle board in there?

19               MR. HACKER:  No, it's not.  In

20 fact, I don't bother the alligators either.

21               MR. LEWIS:  If you look at the

22 picture, that's intentional.  There's grass.

23               MS. KULICK:  Oh yeah.

24               MR. HACKER:  Mine is grass down to

25 the water too.  But that's perfectly okay.  Then
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 1 the rest of it is all shrubbery like it is in

 2 this property.

 3               MS. KULICK:  I wasn't suggesting

 4 that it was anything inappropriate or illegal,

 5 just that there's a, for me --

 6               MR. HACKER:  I think you have to

 7 know if you have that kind of property that you

 8 have nature there that would be dangerous.  So

 9 you don't go running with little kids or dogs out

10 in the yard.

11               MR. TAYLOR:  I pulled up the

12 elevation there so you can kind of see the

13 elevation there.  It is an elevated pool.  So

14 that helps.  And I guess that's in your interest.

15               MS. KULICK:  No, it wasn't, John.

16 I don't think it has any bearing on the decision

17 we're making today.  Nor should it.  I just

18 didn't know if there's some way that we could

19 indicate to the property owner that there might

20 be some sort of a safety concern there that they

21 might want to look into.  That's all.

22               MR. HACKER:  Any other questions of

23 John?

24               MR. TAYLOR:  Just one other thing

25 before you take consideration.  I did e-mail you
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 1 two correspondence letters that came in in

 2 regards to the application.  I just wanted to put

 3 that into the record.

 4               MR. HACKER:  If there's no other

 5 questions of John, I would like to call on

 6 Mr. Hudson to present.

 7               MR. HUDSON:  My name is Charles

 8 Hudson.  I'm with Hudson Designs.  My office is

 9 at 3690 Bohicket Road, Suite 3B.  And I'm

10 representing the Lehmanns to just try get their

11 pool at the back of their house like they have

12 it.

13          In more recent conversation in talking

14 about the planning, that was one of the

15 considerations that we were working to ARB about

16 restoring that buffer and also working to KICA

17 and Ed Monahan because that one opening off to

18 the east side, wherever we have the three wax

19 myrtles, that's what we were trying to do.  That

20 was to close off that entire area because we have

21 a pretty unique situation with this one piece of

22 property.

23          KICA pretty much handles that one little

24 island.  And when Ed was going through the entire

25 island and looking at some of these ponds on
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 1 where we have a situation where there's that much

 2 property off of a pond going into a property

 3 line, there's only maybe two other places where

 4 that happens.

 5          So at one point the owners were trying

 6 to purchase this from the island, but I guess

 7 because of the way the lease works out, we just

 8 didn't do it.  So in working with the ARB and

 9 working with KICA, the ARB came up with a great

10 plan that in a normal situation with the pond,

11 the 30-foot setback would be roughly from -- or

12 there would be a buffer setting from the pond and

13 then the setback from the property line.

14          So they decided to say that, okay, if

15 they are going to grant this variance that

16 they'll just give us 30 feet from the edge of the

17 water from the serving edge of the pond.  And

18 that's what we did.  We're nowhere near that

19 30-foot line, which you can see the dash extended

20 setback encroaching over the northeast corner of

21 their property line and extending a little bit

22 into the KICA property.

23          So with the pool design, this is it.  We

24 have no intention of going any further than that.

25 They didn't want to go any larger than this.  In
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 1 fact, if anything, they were trying to add more

 2 planting to the back to restore that buffer a

 3 little bit more than having to manage it from

 4 where they purchased the property that way.  They

 5 did not do this.

 6               MR. FARBEE:  Is the pool going to

 7 be at ground level?

 8               MR. HUDSON:  No, sir.  It's going

 9 to be elevated.  We're going to have about 9 feet

10 from grade to the pool edge and the infinity

11 edge.

12               MR. FARABEE:  Now, that's going to

13 make it lower than the upper deck.

14               MR. HUDSON:  Oh, no.  This pool is

15 going to be flush with the main deck.  So our

16 pool edge for the infinity edge is going to be

17 right at the edge of the deck.  And then the

18 actual spillway is going to be 30 inches down

19 from there, because I guess with our new rulings

20 with the building --

21               MR. FARABEE:  Are you bringing the

22 dirt in?

23               MR. HUDSON:  I'm sorry?

24               MR. FARABEE:  Are you bringing the

25 dirt in because it's higher than the 9 feet now?
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 1               MR. HUDSON:  I think it's actually

 2 9 feet.  I think we're going to be roughly like

 3 maybe 9' 6", 10 feet somewhere right there, just

 4 to go down from there.  Because I know you can

 5 walk under the property and there's a courtyard

 6 that they have where they store stuff underneath

 7 there.  So I'm just saying 9 feet as a rough

 8 number.  But it is going to be flushed to the

 9 existing deck.

10               MR. FARABEE:  Is that a rental

11 property?

12               MR. HUDSON:  Partly, yes.  They --

13 I think they rent maybe 60 percent.  I'm not

14 sure.  But they do have renters in the property,

15 yes.

16               MR. FARABEE:  And how much time do

17 they rent it?

18               MR. HUDSON:  I think 60 percent,

19 but don't hold me to that.  I don't have their

20 rental schedule.  But eventually with the other

21 modifications that we are going to do to this

22 property, they're going to make this their

23 permanent home.  So we're adding the pool, doing

24 the front deck.  We're changing the siding out,

25 better windows, the whole deal.  So they're
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 1 definitely going to make this their permanent

 2 home.

 3               MS. KULICK:  Ron, if it were, if

 4 Charles's answer was different than it was, if it

 5 were going to be a rental property like

 6 90 percent of the time, that wouldn't have any

 7 impact on our decision.

 8               MR. HACKER:  No, because we're not

 9 judging what it's being used for.  If you want to

10 have a pool, you can have a pool.

11               MR. FARABEE:  Just goes to the

12 question of the profitability of that pond.

13               MR. HACKER:  Pardon me?

14               MR. FARABEE:  Just goes to the

15 question of profitability and motive behind the

16 profitability.  That's all I'm asking.

17               MR. PARKER:  You can't consider it.

18               MR. HACKER:  You can't consider

19 that.

20               MR. GREEN:  And just for the

21 record, and this is to protect the record, that's

22 a question ought to be asked for curiosity sake,

23 but that doesn't have any bearing on our

24 decision.  It's not one of the criteria.  But

25 obviously I understand the question, but just
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 1 didn't want that to be in the record to be

 2 considered.

 3               MR. HACKER:  In looking at the way

 4 the lot was designed, it's the fact that we don't

 5 design lot lines in circles that created this

 6 because the lot line or the curves around the

 7 pool around the property and the pool would be

 8 able to be built.  But because they made it a

 9 straight line, you've got a corner there to cut

10 through for the hole on the right-hand side of

11 the property moving towards the house and the

12 deck.

13          Any other questions?  Thank you,

14 Mr. Hudson.  I appreciate it.  I see that there

15 are no further people planning on speaking either

16 for or against this case.  I will close this part

17 of the hearing and ask for a motion.

18               MR. PARKER:  I move to grant the

19 variance.

20               MS. KULICK:  I second that.

21               MR. LEWIS:  With the condition

22 about the landscaping plan.

23               MS. KULICK:  That's in there.

24               MR. HACKER:  Yeah.  It's been moved

25 and seconded to agree with the proposal as
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 1 presented with the criteria of being aware of

 2 what the ARB and KICA have in regards to the

 3 property.  That will be all part of the -- what

 4 we're working on.  Those are concluded.  Any

 5 discussion?

 6          Since we have no discussion, we will

 7 call.  All those in favor say aye.

 8               (All respond with aye.)

 9               MR. HACKER:  All opposed, same

10 sign.  Motion passes unanimously.  And thank you

11 very much, sir.  Any other business today?

12               MR. LEWIS:  How is October?  Any

13 pending business?

14               MR. TAYLOR:  For October, not at

15 the moment.  I do have a deadline Friday, and

16 I've been talking to the one applicant.  So they

17 may get in by Friday so we'll have something.

18 It's a weird situation for a fence.  We really

19 don't see a fence bearing, but that will be the

20 proposal.  They're working on the application.

21          So I gave them the deadline of Friday to

22 come and get that to us.  Just a reminder, the

23 packets before you are just replacements of the

24 sections of the conference plan that were just

25 amended as part of the (inaudible) certain town.
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 1 So you can just replace those with your existing

 2 copy.  Still stand by on the continuing ed from

 3 later and those company lines.

 4               MR. HACKER:  John, any more word on

 5 the possibility of the meeting going over our

 6 criteria?

 7               MR. TAYLOR:  Yeah, that was one of

 8 my standbys.  Still stand by on that, on the BZA

 9 criteria refresh.

10               MR. HACKER:  Meeting adjourned.

11          (The meeting was adjourned at 3:32 PM.)
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 1          CERTIFICATE OF REPORTER

 2 STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA
COUNTY OF CHARLESTON

 3

 4               I, MacKenzie Allen, Court Reporter
for the State of South Carolina at Large, do

 5 hereby certify that the witness in the foregoing
deposition was by me duly sworn to testify to the

 6 truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth
in the within-entitled cause; that said

 7 deposition was taken at the time and location
therein stated; that the testimony of the witness

 8 and all objections made at the time of the
examination were recorded stenographically by me

 9 and were thereafter transcribed by computer-aided
transcription; that the foregoing is a full,

10 complete and true record of the testimony of the
witness and of all objections made at the time of

11 the examination; and that the witness was given
an opportunity to read and correct said

12 deposition and to subscribe the same.
              Should the signature of the witness

13 not be affixed to the deposition, the witness
shall not have availed himself/herself of the

14 opportunity to sign or the signature has been
waived.

15               I further certify that I am neither
related to nor counsel for any party to the cause

16 pending or interested in the events thereof.
              Witness my hand, I have hereunto

17 affixed my official seal on September 25, 2019,
at Charleston, Charleston County, South Carolina.

18
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                  Court Reporter
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                 1             MR. HACKER:  Well, at this time I would

                 2    like to call to order the September 16, 2019,

                 3    meeting of the BZA of the Town of Kiawah Island.

                 4    The board members who will be hearing the case

                 5    are Wendy Kulick, Morris Hanan, Ben Farabee, Jay

                 6    Louis, Scott Parker, and myself, Ron Hacker.

                 7             Our staff members present, Jon Taylor,

                 8    Jr.  And Dwayne Green, our attorney for the BZA

                 9    is also present.

                10             Our case rulings for this and any BZA

                11    meeting are available for public review and

                12    inspection during normal business hours at the

                13    Town of Kiawah Island Hall right here in this

                14    building.

                15             At this time, since we have only one

                16    person present, I would like to ask you, are you

                17    familiar with the procedures of the BZA and rules

                18    of it?

                19                  MR. HUDSON:  Yes, sir.

                20                  MR. HACKER:  If you are, then I

                21    will skip reading the rules.

                22                  MR. HUDSON:  I'm good.

                23                  MR. HACKER:  Thank you.

                24                  MR. GREEN:  And just for the

                25    record, Mr. Chair, I've known Mr. Hudson for a
�
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                 1    very long time, and he is familiar with the

                 2    terms.  And I'll still read the oath, but I'll

                 3    vouch for his credibility as a witness.  Just

                 4    wanted to put that on the record.

                 5                  MR. HACKER:  Because today's

                 6    hearing is a public fact-finding meeting, we are

                 7    in compliance with the Freedom of Information Act

                 8    and South Carolina code 6-29-70.  Because this is

                 9    a quasi-judicial body, everything said at this

                10    meeting must be complete, true, and accurate.

                11    All of the information provided to the BZA is

                12    considered evidence, and this Board may certify

                13    contempt in the Circuit Court if false statements

                14    are made either in writing or orally.

                15             Because of this, each person who wishes

                16    to address us, the Board, needs to be sworn in.

                17    And at this time I would like those wishing to

                18    speak be sworn in by Mr. Green.

                19             (Mr. Green places all witnesses standing

                20    under oath.)

                21                  MR. GREEN:  They are both sworn in.

                22                  THE COURT:  I shall now ask that we

                23    call the case BZA 19-000008 at 81 Surfsong Road.

                24    Staff will present facts pertinent to the case.

                25    I shall then call the applicant to address the
�
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                 1    case.  The applicant shall please stand and state

                 2    his name and current address for the record

                 3    before presenting testimony.  If anyone does have

                 4    any other comments for or against the case, if

                 5    they do come in, they will have to follow the

                 6    same procedure.

                 7             So at this time I would like to have

                 8    John present the fact-finding evidence.

                 9                  MR. TAYLOR:  Thank you.  Today's

                10    case number BZA19-000008, this is a variance

                11    request for the reduction of the required 30-foot

                12    rear setback.  And this is for a proposed pool

                13    addition at the rear of the home.  The subject

                14    property is 81 Surfsong Road, TMS Number

                15    264-13-00-053.  It's approximately 17,286 square

                16    foot.  And it is in the R-1 Zoning District.

                17             Per Charleston County records, this

                18    particular house or residence was constructed in

                19    1982, and it sits adjacent to Canvasback Pond at

                20    the rear of the property.  And to the north

                21    situated -- the actual pond sits on the Parks and

                22    Recreation Zoning District.  Adjacent property

                23    owners to the east and west are both R-1 as well.

                24             Subject property is currently about

                25    30.5 percent in lot coverage.  And it is legally
�
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                 1    nonconforming with regards to the setbacks.

                 2             The request that the applicant has put

                 3    forth today is pulled from their applicant's

                 4    letter of intent.  "We would like to improve our

                 5    house at the 81 Surfsong by adding a pool at the

                 6    back.  Such a project would facilitate

                 7    improvements and upgrades to the area under the

                 8    house and the garage.  We would also replace the

                 9    decking and railings on both the front and back.

                10    And the project, therefore, presents to be an

                11    opportunity to ensure all those areas of the

                12    house met with the latest code and guidelines set

                13    by the ARB and the Town."

                14             And so here is the image aerial of where

                15    the site sits along Surfsong.  This is the back

                16    of the pond.  This is sort of looking at the rear

                17    of the house.  The site is well vegetated as it

                18    exists currently.  You could probably get a

                19    little closer to the area over here.

                20             So in regards to the Kiawah

                21    Architectural Review Board, they reviewed this

                22    project on July 29, 2019.  The ARB did grant

                23    approval for the variance, and they share that,

                24    "Both the variance requests to allow for the pool

                25    addition to the encroach into the rear setback is
�
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                 1    approved.  And that's pending official approval

                 2    from the Kiawah Island Community Association to

                 3    plant buffer planting on KICA-leased property

                 4    behind the home."

                 5             "The ARB approval is given due to the

                 6    original placement of the home near the back of

                 7    the lot and that the larger-than-typical amount

                 8    of land between the property line and the water,

                 9    which is able to serve as a buffer between the

                10    new pool and the Canvasback pond pool -- pond.

                11    While the proposed pool encroaches the rear

                12    30-foot setback from the property line, the

                13    drawings demonstrates that the pool improvement

                14    would be within the buildable area if the 30-foot

                15    setback was instead taken from the pond edge."

                16             So the Kiawah -- the Architectural

                17    Review Board also states that, "the condition of

                18    the proposed pool may not be built within 30 feet

                19    of the pond edge."

                20             I'm going to flip through a few images

                21    of this subject property and then go into the

                22    fact-finding criteria.  This is the entrance as

                23    you approach the home from the street.  These are

                24    the sides of both the east and west and as you

                25    approach the rear of the property.
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                 1             This is looking to the adjacent

                 2    property.  Vegetation is there on the site and

                 3    the pond edge sort of to the rear of the

                 4    property.  A few more images of the rear.  And

                 5    more vegetation there so the area that's --

                 6    corner of where the pool's edge would be proposed

                 7    there.

                 8             I actually took a few images from the

                 9    adjacent lot.  So this is looking actually

                10    towards 81 Surfsong from lot 80, and still you

                11    can't see anything proposed there.

                12             And so regarding criteria, the staff

                13    findings regarding criteria A:  There may be

                14    extraordinary and exceptional conditions

                15    pertaining to the property due to the required

                16    setbacks, including the 30-foot rear yard setback

                17    from the property line adjacent to the pond and

                18    the legal nonconforming status of existing

                19    structure that already encroaches into the

                20    required setback.

                21             The structure was proposed -- was built

                22    in 1982 according to County records.  And the

                23    applicant states, "the house at 81 Surfsong is

                24    positioned at the back of the lot allowing little

                25    room for any additions behind the house.  Indeed,
�
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                 1    the corner of the house itself is over the

                 2    setback line, and this could be due to the

                 3    increase in the setbacks after the house was

                 4    built, which I've created this anomaly."

                 5             The applicant's letter of intent also

                 6    states that, "it happens that the lot has been

                 7    laid out in an odd shape.  Having looked at the

                 8    original plat as well as the current survey,

                 9    there appears to have been sufficient room

                10    available for the lot to have been more

                11    traditional shape without intruding on the

                12    neighboring properties."

                13             Criteria B:  Staff responds that these

                14    conditions are unique to the subject property and

                15    may not generally apply to other properties in

                16    the vicinity.  The property is located in the R-1

                17    Zoning District, and the adjacent properties

                18    owners to the east and west also fall into that

                19    Zoning District.  Those structures may or may not

                20    have similar encroachment based on the current

                21    setback standards.  And the subject property's

                22    distance to the edge of the pond is greater than

                23    adjacent properties in the vicinity.

                24             Per the applicant's letter of intent,

                25    "an unusually large buffer has been created
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                 1    between the end of the lot and the water line.

                 2    In the case of our neighbors, the buffer between

                 3    the lot and the water is around 9 feet while our

                 4    -- in our case the buffer extends more than

                 5    40 feet at its widest point.  If this enlarged

                 6    buffer did not exist but rather the lot being

                 7    extended to the same distance from the water as

                 8    the neighboring lots, then there would have been

                 9    sufficient room for a pool to be added at the

                10    rear of the house without needing to cross the

                11    setback line."

                12             Criteria C:  The application of the

                13    ordinance to this particular property at 81

                14    Surfsong, it would prohibit the addition as a

                15    proposed pool beyond the rear setback to the

                16    existing structure.  Both the existing and the

                17    proposed modifications are located within the

                18    required 30-foot setback.  And however, it is not

                19    unreasonably restrict the use of the property.

                20             Criteria D:  The authorization of this

                21    variance may not be of substantial detriment to

                22    the adjacent property for the public good.  The

                23    subject property is heavily vegetated and well

                24    screened from adjacent properties.  Heavy

                25    vegetation is located both at the front and the
�
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                 1    rear of the lot adjacent to the pond.  The

                 2    applicant also intends to plant additional

                 3    vegetation at the rear on the lot -- at the rear

                 4    of the lot on the adjacent property leased by

                 5    KICA from property owners K.R.A and to enhance

                 6    the existing buffer.

                 7             The applicant has communicated with the

                 8    Community Association and the ARB with both

                 9    proposed plans.  With an existing rear lot

                10    setback encroachment, the proposed modifications

                11    decrease the total distance between the structure

                12    and the rear property line from about 9.5 feet

                13    approximately to 3 feet.  And the property owners

                14    across the pond are approximately 215 feet away.

                15             The proposed plans also remain under the

                16    maximum allowed lot coverage of 33 percent

                17    proposing about 31.2 percent.  The applicant has

                18    stated, "we are concerned to make sure that this

                19    proposal does not have any negative impact on our

                20    neighbors.  And so we have reached out to them in

                21    hope that finding a solution which works for

                22    everyone."

                23             "Specifically, neither Jimmy Bailey,

                24    with the Community Association, nor Ed Monahan,

                25    with the Community Association, had objection to
�
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                 1    us putting a pool closer to KICA land than

                 2    normally allowed by the setback line, provided

                 3    that we did not build beyond our property line

                 4    and provided we agreed to look after KICA land at

                 5    the back of our house.  We are happy to agree

                 6    with both of those provisions."

                 7             "We have also consulted our neighbors at

                 8    80 and 82 Surfsong and shared the proposed scheme

                 9    with them and discussed the complications and

                10    setback issues specifically and openly.  Neither

                11    objects to our design at the back of the house

                12    and indeed both are happy to support the

                13    proposals."

                14             Criteria E:  The granting of the

                15    variance would not allow the establishment of a

                16    use not otherwise permitted in this zoning

                17    district or extend the physically -- a

                18    nonconforming land or change the zoning district

                19    boundaries.

                20             Regarding criteria F:  The BZA may not

                21    consider profitability at this variance request.

                22    And the applicant has stated, "we are hoping to

                23    use the pool addition as the focal point for a

                24    wider improvement on the property, which we

                25    believe will bring several areas to the latest
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                 1    standards on the island."

                 2             In criteria E:  The needs for the

                 3    variance may be the result of the applicant's own

                 4    actions.  Since the existing residence is

                 5    nonconforming, the existing structure could be

                 6    maintained without the need of a variance.

                 7    However, the applicant has stated "the historical

                 8    placement of the house at the back of the lot and

                 9    the unusual large buffer between the lot and the

                10    water line of the pond does present unique

                11    difficulties for adding improvements at the back

                12    of the home especially when adding -- and

                13    particularly, adding a pool.

                14             And criteria H, the granting of the

                15    variance may not be contrary to the public

                16    interest or neighborhood interest.  It may not

                17    adversely affect the properties in the vicinity

                18    or interfere with the harmony, spirit, and intent

                19    and purpose of these regulations.

                20             And the Kiawah Island Architectural

                21    Review Board has shared earlier it has granted

                22    approval for the request.  And the applicant has

                23    also -- I'm sorry -- the Kiawah Island

                24    Architectural Review Board has also shared that

                25    one condition of that proposed pool may not be
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                 1    built within 30 feet of the pond's edge.

                 2             The applicant has also included in their

                 3    packet of materials that correspondence between

                 4    and both locations and as stated by Mr. Ed

                 5    Monahan of the Community Association "the only

                 6    request that KICA makes is that no hardscape be

                 7    installed on the property."

                 8             And the final criteria which would be I:

                 9    The granting of the variance may not

                10    substantially conflict with the Comprehensive

                11    Plan or purposes of the ordinance.  And so the

                12    proposed plans do not increase the total distance

                13    between the structure and the adjacent properties

                14    to the west.  They decreased in total distance

                15    between the structure and the properties to the

                16    east by approximately two and a half feet.

                17             And the applicant's proposed plans are

                18    adequately screened by existing and proposed

                19    buffers reducing impact to adjacent property

                20    owners.  And per the applicant's letter of

                21    intent, "the current lot coverage is 30.5 percent

                22    would still be met and would rise to

                23    approximately 31.3 percent with the proposed

                24    design.  Hence, the proposal would not

                25    significantly increase the overall lot coverage."
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                 1             In the event that the Board of Zoning

                 2    Appeals does decide to approve the particular

                 3    request that has been outlined, two

                 4    recommendations or positions that you should

                 5    consider, and that first one would be to just

                 6    secure official approval from the Community

                 7    Association in the request that bufferings can be

                 8    planted at that area.  And then the final would

                 9    be that a landscape plan would be submitted and

                10    accordingly that has to be signed off to the Town

                11    to review.

                12                  MR. HACKER:  Any questions for

                13    John?

                14                  MR. PARKER:  I have one question.

                15    In at least my packet, the only communications

                16    that I see from KICA and Ed Monahan, all it says

                17    is, sincerely Ed.  There's no other -- where?  I

                18    missed it.

                19                  MS. KULICK:  Mine too, Scott.

                20                  MR. PARKER:  None of these are from

                21    Ed Monahan.  These are back and forth between

                22    John and Ed.

                23                  MR. TAYLOR:  Well, I think here's

                24    the confusion.  There's two Eds.  In the bottom

                25    half of that would be -- the bottom half of that
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                 1    first e-mail --

                 2                  MR. PARKER:  This is the only thing

                 3    I've got.

                 4                  MR. TAYLOR:  The sheet before this

                 5    --

                 6                  MR. PARKER:  I don't have that.

                 7                  MR. TAYLOR:  You don't have this

                 8    sheet?

                 9                  MS. KULICK:  No.

                10                  MR. TAYLOR:  Okay.  That's

                11    interesting.

                12                  MR. PARKER:  But if you've got it,

                13    can I read it?

                14                  MR. TAYLOR:  Sure.  Or I could read

                15    it for everyone.

                16                  MR. PARKER:  That would be great.

                17    Make sure that's included in the packet somehow.

                18                  MR. TAYLOR:  But the e-mail from Ed

                19    Monahan to Ed Lehmann and Jennifer and Mr. Hudson

                20    as well, "good morning, Ed.  With regard to KICA

                21    land near the pond behind 81 Surfsong, KICA

                22    defers usage decisions to the Kiawah

                23    Architectural Review Board.  The only request

                24    KICA makes is that no hardscape be installed on

                25    the KICA property."
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                 1             They sort of just defer to the ARB, and

                 2    the ARB has agreed.  And so he just mentions that

                 3    they should contact the ARB.

                 4                  MR. PARKER:  Thank you.

                 5                  MS. KULICK:  John, I don't think we

                 6    have any jurisdiction over about what I'm about

                 7    to ask.  But when I walked the property, there's

                 8    an opening in the shrubbery right in front of the

                 9    lagoon.  Yeah, go back to the one back before

                10    that.  Yeah.  And my only concern -- because

                11    right at the end of that, right at the edge of

                12    the lagoon, it warns about alligators.

                13             And so I -- just from a safety

                14    standpoint, could we recommend that that open

                15    area be closed up with shrubbery?  Not that it's

                16    not necessarily going to keep an alligator out if

                17    it comes up from the lagoon, but it might

                18    discourage it.  That just struck me as a safety

                19    reason because it's so close.

                20                  MR. TAYLOR:  I think that would be

                21    something -- a recommendation that could be made,

                22    but I'm not sure if that's in purview to allow --

                23    the Board can only dictate where that planting is

                24    located.

                25                  MR. HACKER:  I think that's going
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                 1    way out of our jurisdiction because every

                 2    property owner on the lagoon, which I am, has the

                 3    right to have a certain percentage of their

                 4    property on the lagoon open to the water.  So for

                 5    us to say they can't have it doesn't make any

                 6    sense.

                 7                  MS. KULICK:  I couldn't agree with

                 8    you more.  That's why I said, I don't know if we

                 9    can just recommend to them that they consider

                10    doing something there because having --

                11    remembering Pete Tree's story of the alligator

                12    coming up the front steps of his house and thank

                13    goodness he had glass on the two sides of the

                14    solid door because he thought somebody was

                15    knocking on the door, and he looked outside, and

                16    it was an alligator who was turning itself around

                17    to go back down the stairs.

                18             And we've had alligators in our

                19    driveway.  I know we can't legally or

                20    legitimately do anything about it, but we might

                21    want to to suggest that they consider it just for

                22    their own safety.

                23             MR. GREEN:  And just for the record, Mr.

                24    Chair, I think that's a very valid concern, and

                25    certainly public safety is important.  It is just
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                 1    outside of the purview of this Board.  So just

                 2    for the record, that's not a part of the

                 3    consideration.  But if there is an outside

                 4    discussion, whether it's through staff or the

                 5    property owner, I think it's obviously a valid

                 6    concern at large, but not necessarily --

                 7                  MS. KULICK:  I don't think it

                 8    should influence our decision.

                 9                  MR. PARKER:  Did he just not simply

                10    say that all the property owners have the right

                11    to have open access to it?

                12                  MR. HACKER:  I don't know if it's

                13    25 percent or a third, but like I have an opening

                14    of about 12 feet on the same pond, and the

                15    alligators come up and rest in the sun every once

                16    in a while.

                17                  MR. PARKER:  Is that how you get

                18    your paddle board in there?

                19                  MR. HACKER:  No, it's not.  In

                20    fact, I don't bother the alligators either.

                21                  MR. LEWIS:  If you look at the

                22    picture, that's intentional.  There's grass.

                23                  MS. KULICK:  Oh yeah.

                24                  MR. HACKER:  Mine is grass down to

                25    the water too.  But that's perfectly okay.  Then
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                 1    the rest of it is all shrubbery like it is in

                 2    this property.

                 3                  MS. KULICK:  I wasn't suggesting

                 4    that it was anything inappropriate or illegal,

                 5    just that there's a, for me --

                 6                  MR. HACKER:  I think you have to

                 7    know if you have that kind of property that you

                 8    have nature there that would be dangerous.  So

                 9    you don't go running with little kids or dogs out

                10    in the yard.

                11                  MR. TAYLOR:  I pulled up the

                12    elevation there so you can kind of see the

                13    elevation there.  It is an elevated pool.  So

                14    that helps.  And I guess that's in your interest.

                15                  MS. KULICK:  No, it wasn't, John.

                16    I don't think it has any bearing on the decision

                17    we're making today.  Nor should it.  I just

                18    didn't know if there's some way that we could

                19    indicate to the property owner that there might

                20    be some sort of a safety concern there that they

                21    might want to look into.  That's all.

                22                  MR. HACKER:  Any other questions of

                23    John?

                24                  MR. TAYLOR:  Just one other thing

                25    before you take consideration.  I did e-mail you
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                 1    two correspondence letters that came in in

                 2    regards to the application.  I just wanted to put

                 3    that into the record.

                 4                  MR. HACKER:  If there's no other

                 5    questions of John, I would like to call on

                 6    Mr. Hudson to present.

                 7                  MR. HUDSON:  My name is Charles

                 8    Hudson.  I'm with Hudson Designs.  My office is

                 9    at 3690 Bohicket Road, Suite 3B.  And I'm

                10    representing the Lehmanns to just try get their

                11    pool at the back of their house like they have

                12    it.

                13             In more recent conversation in talking

                14    about the planning, that was one of the

                15    considerations that we were working to ARB about

                16    restoring that buffer and also working to KICA

                17    and Ed Monahan because that one opening off to

                18    the east side, wherever we have the three wax

                19    myrtles, that's what we were trying to do.  That

                20    was to close off that entire area because we have

                21    a pretty unique situation with this one piece of

                22    property.

                23             KICA pretty much handles that one little

                24    island.  And when Ed was going through the entire

                25    island and looking at some of these ponds on
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                 1    where we have a situation where there's that much

                 2    property off of a pond going into a property

                 3    line, there's only maybe two other places where

                 4    that happens.

                 5             So at one point the owners were trying

                 6    to purchase this from the island, but I guess

                 7    because of the way the lease works out, we just

                 8    didn't do it.  So in working with the ARB and

                 9    working with KICA, the ARB came up with a great

                10    plan that in a normal situation with the pond,

                11    the 30-foot setback would be roughly from -- or

                12    there would be a buffer setting from the pond and

                13    then the setback from the property line.

                14             So they decided to say that, okay, if

                15    they are going to grant this variance that

                16    they'll just give us 30 feet from the edge of the

                17    water from the serving edge of the pond.  And

                18    that's what we did.  We're nowhere near that

                19    30-foot line, which you can see the dash extended

                20    setback encroaching over the northeast corner of

                21    their property line and extending a little bit

                22    into the KICA property.

                23             So with the pool design, this is it.  We

                24    have no intention of going any further than that.

                25    They didn't want to go any larger than this.  In
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                 1    fact, if anything, they were trying to add more

                 2    planting to the back to restore that buffer a

                 3    little bit more than having to manage it from

                 4    where they purchased the property that way.  They

                 5    did not do this.

                 6                  MR. FARBEE:  Is the pool going to

                 7    be at ground level?

                 8                  MR. HUDSON:  No, sir.  It's going

                 9    to be elevated.  We're going to have about 9 feet

                10    from grade to the pool edge and the infinity

                11    edge.

                12                  MR. FARABEE:  Now, that's going to

                13    make it lower than the upper deck.

                14                  MR. HUDSON:  Oh, no.  This pool is

                15    going to be flush with the main deck.  So our

                16    pool edge for the infinity edge is going to be

                17    right at the edge of the deck.  And then the

                18    actual spillway is going to be 30 inches down

                19    from there, because I guess with our new rulings

                20    with the building --

                21                  MR. FARABEE:  Are you bringing the

                22    dirt in?

                23                  MR. HUDSON:  I'm sorry?

                24                  MR. FARABEE:  Are you bringing the

                25    dirt in because it's higher than the 9 feet now?
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                 1                  MR. HUDSON:  I think it's actually

                 2    9 feet.  I think we're going to be roughly like

                 3    maybe 9' 6", 10 feet somewhere right there, just

                 4    to go down from there.  Because I know you can

                 5    walk under the property and there's a courtyard

                 6    that they have where they store stuff underneath

                 7    there.  So I'm just saying 9 feet as a rough

                 8    number.  But it is going to be flushed to the

                 9    existing deck.

                10                  MR. FARABEE:  Is that a rental

                11    property?

                12                  MR. HUDSON:  Partly, yes.  They --

                13    I think they rent maybe 60 percent.  I'm not

                14    sure.  But they do have renters in the property,

                15    yes.

                16                  MR. FARABEE:  And how much time do

                17    they rent it?

                18                  MR. HUDSON:  I think 60 percent,

                19    but don't hold me to that.  I don't have their

                20    rental schedule.  But eventually with the other

                21    modifications that we are going to do to this

                22    property, they're going to make this their

                23    permanent home.  So we're adding the pool, doing

                24    the front deck.  We're changing the siding out,

                25    better windows, the whole deal.  So they're
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                 1    definitely going to make this their permanent

                 2    home.

                 3                  MS. KULICK:  Ron, if it were, if

                 4    Charles's answer was different than it was, if it

                 5    were going to be a rental property like

                 6    90 percent of the time, that wouldn't have any

                 7    impact on our decision.

                 8                  MR. HACKER:  No, because we're not

                 9    judging what it's being used for.  If you want to

                10    have a pool, you can have a pool.

                11                  MR. FARABEE:  Just goes to the

                12    question of the profitability of that pond.

                13                  MR. HACKER:  Pardon me?

                14                  MR. FARABEE:  Just goes to the

                15    question of profitability and motive behind the

                16    profitability.  That's all I'm asking.

                17                  MR. PARKER:  You can't consider it.

                18                  MR. HACKER:  You can't consider

                19    that.

                20                  MR. GREEN:  And just for the

                21    record, and this is to protect the record, that's

                22    a question ought to be asked for curiosity sake,

                23    but that doesn't have any bearing on our

                24    decision.  It's not one of the criteria.  But

                25    obviously I understand the question, but just
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                 1    didn't want that to be in the record to be

                 2    considered.

                 3                  MR. HACKER:  In looking at the way

                 4    the lot was designed, it's the fact that we don't

                 5    design lot lines in circles that created this

                 6    because the lot line or the curves around the

                 7    pool around the property and the pool would be

                 8    able to be built.  But because they made it a

                 9    straight line, you've got a corner there to cut

                10    through for the hole on the right-hand side of

                11    the property moving towards the house and the

                12    deck.

                13             Any other questions?  Thank you,

                14    Mr. Hudson.  I appreciate it.  I see that there

                15    are no further people planning on speaking either

                16    for or against this case.  I will close this part

                17    of the hearing and ask for a motion.

                18                  MR. PARKER:  I move to grant the

                19    variance.

                20                  MS. KULICK:  I second that.

                21                  MR. LEWIS:  With the condition

                22    about the landscaping plan.

                23                  MS. KULICK:  That's in there.

                24                  MR. HACKER:  Yeah.  It's been moved

                25    and seconded to agree with the proposal as
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                 1    presented with the criteria of being aware of

                 2    what the ARB and KICA have in regards to the

                 3    property.  That will be all part of the -- what

                 4    we're working on.  Those are concluded.  Any

                 5    discussion?

                 6             Since we have no discussion, we will

                 7    call.  All those in favor say aye.

                 8                  (All respond with aye.)

                 9                  MR. HACKER:  All opposed, same

                10    sign.  Motion passes unanimously.  And thank you

                11    very much, sir.  Any other business today?

                12                  MR. LEWIS:  How is October?  Any

                13    pending business?

                14                  MR. TAYLOR:  For October, not at

                15    the moment.  I do have a deadline Friday, and

                16    I've been talking to the one applicant.  So they

                17    may get in by Friday so we'll have something.

                18    It's a weird situation for a fence.  We really

                19    don't see a fence bearing, but that will be the

                20    proposal.  They're working on the application.

                21             So I gave them the deadline of Friday to

                22    come and get that to us.  Just a reminder, the

                23    packets before you are just replacements of the

                24    sections of the conference plan that were just

                25    amended as part of the (inaudible) certain town.
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                 1    So you can just replace those with your existing

                 2    copy.  Still stand by on the continuing ed from

                 3    later and those company lines.

                 4                  MR. HACKER:  John, any more word on

                 5    the possibility of the meeting going over our

                 6    criteria?

                 7                  MR. TAYLOR:  Yeah, that was one of

                 8    my standbys.  Still stand by on that, on the BZA

                 9    criteria refresh.

                10                  MR. HACKER:  Meeting adjourned.

                11             (The meeting was adjourned at 3:32 PM.)
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